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Market Overview Yesterday, the Hang Seng Index slumped 234pts to 28,087 with a turnover 
of HKD96.6b after Iran fired rockets on US military bases in Iraq. Yet, 
stocks in Asia rallied this morning, tracking moves higher in U.S. market 
overnight, after the U.S. and Iran appeared to be stepping back from a 
deeper military conflict. The statistics bureau will reveal the Dec data on 
inflation today.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Box Office  
According to Xinhua News Agency and China Film Administration, China’s box office reached RMB64.3b in 
2019 (+6% YoY). 2019 box office growth was mainly driven by ticket price increase while admissions were 
almost flat due to moderate decline in Tier-1/2 cities. Movie admission growth is expected to be limited 
in Tier-1/2 cities going forward due to high penetration, and overall admission growth would be driven by 
more frequent movie watching in lower-Tier cities on consumption upgrade. 
 
China smartphone 
OPPO released their first mid-end 5G smartphone, Realme X50 5G, at RMB2,499, without 4G version, 
followed by Xiaomi’s (1810 HK) Redmi K30 5G (published on 11 Dec 2019), priced at RMB1,999. Both 
Xiaomi and OPPO’s models start selling in Jan 2020, and the competitive price echoes may lead Chinese 
brands will participate in the price competition to migrate their mid-end models to 5G, encouraging 
consumers to upgrade to 5G. Market expects 5G smartphone shipment at c.200m/310m in 2020/21E. 
Despite a growing 5G smartphone shipment, market expects the smartphone market to remain flattish in 
2020-21E, considering the already high penetration rate. 
 
China Cement  
According to Digital Cement, due to strong demand in the peak season, Guangdong province has faced a 
shortage of cement supply. Total cement and clinker inventory level of key producers has been as low as 
30%, which is the historical low level. In order to stabilize the market, Guangdong Cement Association 
urged cement companies to ensure price stability and prevent significant price hikes in the recent peak 
season. Meanwhile, the association also emphasized supply stability and the importance of safe 
production. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Hengan Int'l (1044 HK) 
Its management indicates 2019 sales grew in high single digits, led by strength in tissue and pulp trading. 
It also aims to achieve sales growth of high single digits to >10% for tissue segment in 2020, supported by 
strong e-commerce growth and the launch of new products. Sanitary napkins should grow at low to mid-
single digits in 2020, in line with the industry, and new products will continue to drive ASP increase. 
Market expects the company to record strong recovery in 1H20 from a low base. 
 
WH Group (288 HK) 
The supply of pork in China will rise as the number of breeding sows and hogs has rebounded, the 
agricultural ministry has said. The stock of breeding sows, the underlying gauge of potential pork supply, 
rose 2.2% MoM in Dec 2019, for its third consecutive MoM increase, while the number of hogs jumped 14% 
MoM. 
 



HKEx (388 HK) 
The company mentioned that the IPO pipeline remains healthy at c.200 companies, with mix shifting 
towards bio-tech firms since 2018 listing rule changes. HKEx is targeting 40-50 China ADRs currently listed 
in the US to be secondary listed in HK. HKEx sees the secondary listing of Alibaba (9988 HK) as a success, 
and hopes to get more firms to follow suit. That said, the SouthBound inclusion for Alibaba is subject to 
CSRC approval with no particular fixed timeline. 
 
Xinyi Solar (968 HK) 
The company held a conference call on 7 Jan, regarding the transaction of which its 9 shareholders 
placed out 350m shares after market close on 6 Jan. According to management, the average placement 
price was HKD5.125/sh, or 8.48% discount to the closing price of HKD5.76/sh. The lock-up period is 90 
days. The company stated that shareholder placement was mainly due to their personal financing needs, 
while management and key shareholders are still positive on Xinyi’s outlook. 
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